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the standard icon will be used on the left and is the default icon.
the other icons are each a set of 10 icons, one for each folder level,
totalling 10 folders in your home folder. you can choose which icon
from each set to use by going to the user cp or the display cp. the

files are set so that you can put an icon in the user cp and it wil
show in the right side of the desktop background instead of

showing the same icon that is in the left folder of the user cp.
instead of the standard icon being in the left, it will be in the

center. to change the icon of your desktop background you need to
rename the files and the folder that houses them. this icon pack is
a screen saver with no minimum installation requirements. simply
download the icon pack to your hard drive, extract the contents

from the downloaded archive and double-click on the icon files you
want to use. make sure to back up your original icons before you
start using them. if you start using the icons without first deleting

your original icons, you will have to completely reload your
desktop, and you will lose any change to your desktop that you

make while using the icons. add a movie to your collection and add
it to a special folder in your library. a folder in your my movies
section is created with the same name as the movie you add to
your collection. so if you add the movie evil dead ii, a folder with

the same name evil dead ii will be created in your my movies
section. you can create favorites (aka.categories) collection by

pressing add to your collection button and then simply drag and
drop movies to your category. there's no need to create release
collection and add films to this collection. just create favorites
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collection and add your films there.
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Thanks to our VIP
customers, we were
able to accelerate

the availability of our
latest version by a

few days. This
version includes

some minor
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enhancements and
optimizations. This is
the download link for
our VIP customers.

100% Free Debugger
This version includes
a new debugger to
help you with your
PC issues. Feel free
to test it and report
any bugs you may
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find. 100% Free Anti
Spy Tool This version

includes a simple
Anti-Spy tool to help
you with snooping

and stealing of your
personal information,
credit card numbers
and other sensitive

information.
Achievement for
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Most Active
customers This

version includes an
achievement system

and a premium
badge for our most
active customers.

You will find a link on
every page of our

forum that will allow
you to complete that
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badge. New VIP
discount updated We

have made some
small changes to our

VIP promotion to
make it more

attractive for our VIP
customers. We hope

that all VIP
customers will keep

using our great
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software. We hope
you will enjoy this
new version and
please report any

bugs you may find.
Enjoy! Best regards,

For background
music, we only need

to enter the word
and then the sound

of the song, the
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length of time the
song plays for and
the name of the
album, and the

program will
automatically play a
background music.
The program will

require your
computer first start

in safe mode to
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prevent damaging
the hard disk in the
computer and then

you can choose
whether to

automatically run or
manually run the

software. Again we
offer you two

download options in
the Windows
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program. The first is
a small version of the

software, which
allows you to buy
more time with an
evaluation version.

128kb RAM ~ $10.00
available on the

website or you can
download a small

version which allows
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you to buy more time
with an evaluation

version. Finally, it is a
really simple

program and can
help you to play any
video format file, so

please enjoy!
5ec8ef588b
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